WHY BUY AN APPROVED USED
HONDA FROM HEPWORTH
HONDA

Honda cars offer exceptional long-term value, technical innovation,
distinctive looks and character. When you buy your Approved Used Honda
you will receive the added benefits of:
Complimentary 5-day Drive-away Insurance
An optional service that starts the second you leave the dealership. This
means you can enjoy driving your Honda immediately, safe in the knowledge
that we’ve got everything covered. (Acceptance is subject to Underwriters
normal terms and acceptance criteria.)
A Range of Financial Solutions
To help you buy the car of your dreams, we can provide flexible finance options
that are tailored to your personal requirements.
The 12Month Honda Approved Used Car Guarantee
The guarantee, just like the new car warranty, is provided by Honda and includes
Hondacare Assistance, our bespoke roadside assistance package which provides
cover in the UK and Europe. We’ll even come out to you should you have a
puncture or a flat battery. You also have the option to extend your guarantee at
the end of 12 months.
Rigorous Checking and Preparation
Our Honda ‘Multipoint’ check, carried out by Honda trained technicians,
ensures that your new car meets our high quality standards. Our multi-point
check includes lighting equipment and instruments, steering and suspension,
brakes and even body work. Your car will also undergo a detailed engine check
and a thorough road test for your safety and satisfaction as well as an in-depth
valet and polish so that it’s fully prepared when you come to drive it away.
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Assured Vehicle History
Your Approved Used Honda is comprehensively checked to confirm;
previous ownership, any outstanding finance has been settled, has incurred
no major accident damage and any registration number change are noted.
You will be provided with certification on delivery of your vehicle.
Mileage Certification
Any vehicle which has not been owned and used by Honda UK or their
Dealer Network will have the mileage checked against previous history,
including writing to previous owners to ensure that there are no mileage
irregularities. You will be provided with certification on delivery of your
vehicle.
PreferentialMOT Test
Hepworth Honda will carry out or arrange the annual MOT test on your car
at preferential terms in conjunction with your annual scheduled service. You
will benefit from this reduced cost on the understanding that the MOT test is
carried out by Hepworth Honda.
30-day ExchangePolicy
Your Approved Used Honda has been subject to rigorous Multi Point Pre
Sales check to give you the assurance that you are purchasing an unrivalled
quality car, however, we undertake that, should any mechanical or electrical
defect occur within the first 30 days or 1000 miles of your ownership which
cannot be rectified by Hepworth Honda, providing that the car is in the
same condition when purchased then your supplying dealer will exchange it
for another of equivalent or greater value.

Why Hepworth Honda
We are a local family run business and have been for over 30 years. We pride
ourselves on customer satisfaction and we aim to provide an excellent service
from start to finish. We focus our efforts on superior customer service and have
received several awards in recognition of our companies 'customer first' ethos.
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